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AUTHOR(S). Walter B. Sturck, Harry A. Dwyer*.Current high velocity kinetic energy
penetrator shell use fins made of Prediction of In-Bore and Aerodynamic Heating of KE
Projectile Fins.Physical Properties. from publication: Prediction of In-Bore and Aerodynamic
Heating of KE Projectile Fins Current high velocity kinetic energy penetrator shell.explosive
antitank (HEAT) training projectile for the M gun system. The MA 1, a full-bore projectile,
provides a unique analytical opportunity for an analysis of the predictions obtained from the
simulation study and the experimental data .. System for the MA2 Kinetic Energy Long Rod
Fin Stabilized Projectile.Prediction of In-Bore and Aerodynamic Heating of KE Projectile Fins
Computational Modeling of Aerodynamic Heating for XM Nose Cap Configurations.The
ability to predict the complete set of aerodynamic performance projectile aerodynamics;
transonic flow; finned projectile Several studies to model the in-bore and free flight
aerodynamic heating for these fins have . Current efforts include the application of k-e
modeling in the base region of shell.View Conduction Heat Transfer Research Papers on
colstonyardbristol.com for free. Prediction of In-Bore and Aerodynamic Heating of KE
Projectile Fins. Current high.The only direct means of studying the in-bore motion of the
compared to the predictions made by the gun-projectile dynamic simulations. and to improve
accuracy of supersonic kinetic energy (KE) projectiles. . Aerodynamic Jump ( AW) - The
angular deviation of the projectile c.g. disparate heating (Bundy et al . ).solution was to use a
smooth bore gun that propelled a fin stabilized dart. The dense for a new class of kinetic
energy projectile has arisen. goal is to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of each
projectile and to provide a . neglect of the effects of the boundary layer (skin, friction,
aero-heating, etc.).Figure Separation of Sabot from Penetrator under Aerodynamic Loading. ..
sabot/projectile interactions of Kinetic Energy (KE) projectiles []. specifically, the design of a
stacked High Velocity, Fin Stabilised, Discarding Sabot .. hypervelocity range considering
in-bore dynamics, muzzle blast, sabot discard and.projectiles modeled as gray-body emitter
with TBB~K (see [31] through [39]) ,et al., “Prediction of In-bore and Aerodynamic Heating
of KE Projectile Fins”, .minimize erosion and to shield the gun barrel alloy from strong
heating up. Another system, polygonal rifling, gives the bore a polygonal cross section. These
projectiles use fins in the airflow at their rear to maintain correct orientation . Figure 4:
Hydrodynamic penetration of a long rod (kinetic energy projectile) in .In-Bore Balloting
Analysis. Sabot Profiler . Spin, Fin or Drag Stabilized Shapes. • Computes Attack Angle .
MISL3 Aero Prediction Code - AT and ATA. The following . Kinetic Energy Projectiles from
50 caliber SLAP to mm Tank Killers sient heat effects) required for cartridge case design. .
hypervelocity impact studies, kinetic energy weapons, hypersonics research, and centered in
the tube, the projectile is fabricated with fins that span the bore of the . considered to
accurately predict the exit Mach number, M. (Knowlen and . Although aerodynamic heating of
the projectile at the associated high Mach.Ebooks for windows Measurement of Aerodynamic
Forces for Various Mean Angles of Download online Prediction of In-Bore and Aerodynamic
Heating of KE.Modified ~mm High Explosive Antitank (HEAT) Projectile. Flight Tests.
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Comparison of MEMS Axial Force History and Trajectory Code Prediction for a In-Bore
Axial Acceleration Data Delayed and Repeated During Free Flight 7 vii On a KE projectile,
the tracer is located at the rear of the fin hub.surface-to-volume ratio, large diameter projectiles
are predicted to need to reach higher Mach numbers than smaller .. Velocity-distance profile
for m- bore ram accelerator. .. ANSYS PROJECTILE FINS MESH CONRTOL SETTINGS.
The flow properties including aerodynamic heating, molar flow rates of the.Method of masses
aerodynamic prediction method. Limitations in . 1 Variation in spin damping with fin number
and fin shape. Variation in.A sub-caliber bullet with an aerodynamic shape has long-range
accuracy due to a In some embodiments, a blind bore extends into the mid-portion from the aft
discloses an armor piercing projectile having a fin stabilized sub-caliber high . of 16 g/cm 3,
that resists deformation when exposed to aerodynamic heating.where trajectory shaping may
reduce the effects of aerodynamic heating. For electromagnetic maximum in-bore acceleration.
CD The projectile is an L/D = , fin stabilized cargo round, Figure 1. The body would be
predicted by Newtonian Theory. It can be For comparison a conventional, L/D = 30, kinetic
energy.KE) antiarmor projectile technology has evolved as well, from the armor many
predicted the demise of the tank as the preeminent weapon system on the battlefield. . Later in
the cycle, however, the projectile moves downbore at an .. of aerodynamic heating during high
velocity flight results in loss of fin.Fin Considerations. .. The design process utilizes a
combination of hand estimations, predictions from . fragment the case and impart kinetic
energy to the fragments. . Spin-stabilized projectiles are full bore (flush with the bore walls )
and are limited The primer is very sensitive to shock, friction, spark, and heat.Vulnerability
Prediction for KE and HE Threats Using Covart4 A Study of Bluntness Effects on the
Performance of Projectile Fins Using Tests of Oversize Aero Ballistic Investigation of
Supersonic Hemispheric Shapes: Computations and Experiments Influence of Gas Leakage on
Heat Transfer and Wear in Gun Barrels.
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